
THE SUBSTITUTE WIFE MY POOR HUSBAND IS A BILLIONAIRE 
 

Chapter 636: All According To Plan 

 

All of a sudden, Brandon passed out.Everyone was in a panic and hurried to 

carry him safely into the cabin. 

The rescue personnel immediately set out to check on his condition. 

"Mr.Larson may have fainted from stress and fatigue.Let's go back to shore 

and take him to the hospital." 

"No!" 

A female voice suddenly came from the door of the cabin. 

Everyone turned to look in the direction of the voice.One of the employees 

from the Larson Group recognized the woman and gasped. 

"M...Ms.Turner, what're you doing here?" 

The accident had happened too suddenly, and Garrett was still in Barnes. 

Apart from the staff of the search and rescue team, some of Brandon's trusted 

employees who were stationed in Seacisco were also here.They had heard 

about the accident and immediately came to help. 

"I've been friends with Brandon for years.Now that his wife got into an 

accident, of course I came to help in any way I could." Smiling slightly, Charis 

explained herself patiently. 

"Going back will delay the rescue.I brought my yacht here.I can take him back 

to the hospital myself while you guys carry on with the search." 

The rain was getting heavier and heavier, and the sails were whipping 

violently in the wind.A hint of excitement flashed through Charis's eyes as she 

spoke. 
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She had been waiting for this moment for a long time.Not long ago, she found 

out that Hannah was in a hospital in the countryside. 

It took her little effort to bribe someone from the hospital to secretly change 

Hannah's medicine, which made her health deteriorate exponentially.She did 

all this to force Janet to come to the countryside. 

 

There was one caveat to her plan: the possibility that Brandon would come 

along. 

But even God was on her side this time.She could push through with her plan 

since Brandon wasn't in the car with Janet. She had also hired someone to 

stage the ‘accident’. 

Charis had thought that Janet would die in the car after the rock squashed it, 

but things didn't go exactly according to her plan, because the car dodged the 

boulder and fell into the sea. 

After this little setback, she had to carry out another plan.She took advantage 

of Brandon's distraction and bribed a man from search and rescue team to let 

her board their ship.She then managed to spike Brandon's drink with the drug 

that would make him lose part of his memory. 

 
 


